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Variational Principle of Melting 
Elastic Solid with Thermal Layer. 
Yoshiyuki FURUYA 
Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of 
Engineering, Toyama University, Takaoka 
A mathematical method is proposed for investigating the melting elastic solid with 
thermal layer; the variational method together with the enlarged heat balance integral 
provide the series solution of the position of melting line and the thickness of thermal 
layer. The technique is powerful because it does not require the evaluation of tem­
perature field. The quadratic equation of temperature field has used as a test function. 
§ 1. Introduction 
l ) , 2) 
In the previous papers, the author analysed the melting elastic solid. A melting 
slab occupying the region of x axis exposed to a prescrided heat input. One case the 
2) 
melted portion was immedeately removed and the other case the melted .portion was not 
removed. In both investigations, the variational method of heat conduction and thermal 
3) -6) 
stress was used. 
In this paper, we shall concerned with the problem that the melting begins before 
the temperature change reached the erd x= L .  The melted portion is not removed. This 
case the thermal layer is formed. Therefore, the thermal field has two parameters, i. 
e. the position of melting line and the thickness of thermal layer. So that, we handle 
this problem by the next procedure: 
1. The variational invariants of this problem are introduced and the variational equa-
tion is formulated. 
7 i, 8) 
2. An extension of heat balance integral 1s 
3. The variational equation together with the 
the series solution of the position of melting 
layer q( t). 
§ 2. Basic Equations. 
introduced. 
extension of heat balance integral leads 
line s( t) and the thickness of thermal 
The problem of melting slab be considered. Consider a slab occupying the region 
of .r axis, exposed to a prescribed heat input Q( t) at .r=O. The melted portion is not 
removed. It will be assumed here that the face .r=O is suddenly exposed, at t=O, to 
the heat input (�0; the heat input is constant before melting begins. The thickness of 
the medium which has melted is denoted by s( t). Let T+ e denote the temperature of 
unit element, e being the temperature change. 
A region in the solid state s(t)<.r<s(t)+q(t) IS defined to de thermal layer; for 
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x> s( t) + q( t) , the slad is at equilibrium temperature and there is no heat transfer be­
yond this point. 
We shall denote the heat conduction equation and the law of thermal expansion as 
follows: 
CJH 
c e=--­ox ' 
H· ·····quantity which represents the rate of heat flow by H, 
c ······heat capacity per unit volume, 
ae=� ox ' 
a····· ·coefficient of thermal expansion, 
�······displacement. 
9) 
The boundary condition at x=s( t) is expressed as 
Hs =HM -pls, a t  x=s( t) . 
pl· ·····latent heat per unit volume. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
By taking the origin of the time as the time when melting begins, 1. e. s(O) =0, the 
formula ( 2. 3) becomes 
Hs =HM -pls, a t  x= s( t) . (2.4) 
3) -5) 
By refering the Biot's paper; near thermal equilibrium state, the temperature 1s 
expressed by a quadratic form of the coordinate, we take the temperature of melted 
state: 
eM =em +A(t)(s-x)'. 
suffix M ······melted state. 
suffix m ······melting state. 
(2.5) 
Substituting eq. ( 2.5 ) into eq. (2.1,) and integrating, we have 
A( t) , c em x--3-(s -x) (2.6) 
The boundary condition at x=O 1s 
H (0, t)= It Q(t)a t+L. (2.7) 
L ······heat transported to the right across a unit cross sectional area at x=O, 
before melting begins. 
Therefore, A( t) in eq. (2.6) is determined as 
A( t) = 3Q1, Cm S , (2.8 ) 
with 
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Q I = .[ t Q ( t ) d t+ ,0.. 
From eqs. (2.5) and (2.8), we have 
For the solid state, we take the temperature profile as 
e, =a( t)+b( t)(x-s)+c( t)(x-s)'. 
suffix S ······solid state. 
The conditions 
e s ( s, t) = em , B,( s+q, t)=O. 
provide a( t) , b( t) an c( t): 
§ 3 . Variational Principle. 
ae s ( s + q, t) = 0 
OX 
. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Refering to the previous paper, we introduce the variational invariants 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
We take the variations as the changes of the quantities due to the virtual displacement 
of the melting line s( t); we assume 8, c, E, a, ;\ are continuous. 
By use of eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), we may evaluate the variations of V and D 
as follows: 
dx = 
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. 1 [ ( ) , , . (aHM(s, t) .+aHM(s, t) )] .. oD=AmT pls HM s, t -p l ss+pls ax s at 
Is 1 • ls+q 1 • + 0 AMT HwoHM dx+ s As T Hs oHs dx . 
The equations (3.3) and (3.4) provide the variational equation 
(3.3) 
( 3.4) 
(3.5) 
We shall evaluate the variational equation ( 3. 5) by inserting the quadratic equations 
(2.10) and (2.12) ; for the sake of simplicity we take c, E, a, A etc. as constants. 
From eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) , we have: 
:. V= � (�1+EM a'M) (e�s+28;M
Q1+;�� 81) +1�(�+Es a:) 8� q, 
:.oV= � (�+EMa'M) (e:-;�:, 8�) os+1� (�+E, a's)e: oq , 
The equations ( 2. 8) and ( 2. 6) provide 
(3.8) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The equations (2.1,) and (2.12) and the condition that is derived from the definition 
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of thermal layer 
H(s+q, t)=O 
provide 
From eqs. (3.8) and (3.10) , we may evaluate D as follows: 
18 H' dx= 2 ( (J'm '_BmQI 2+Q
2 1 ) 
o M eM 3 s 10c s 7c� s 
18
+
q 
2 e' 
8 H; dx=
Cs63
m q'. 
· SI-D c'M [ e'. Bm(Q( ) Q ) 2Q/Q(t) J • •  u =2;...M T 2 m ss- ScM t s+ 1 s + lc2M lis 
From eqs. (2.2) and (2,10) , we see: 
(s-x) ' J 
. li� = _ 3QI aM x(s-x ) ' • • M CM S4 lis, 
."" ( li� M ) x=O =0. 
From eqs. (2.2) and (2.12) , we see: 
�s =aBm [ ( x-s)- : ( x-s)' + 3�2 (i-s)
'- � q] 
.".li�s =-aB m [ 1- � ( x-s) + q� ( x-s)' J lis. 
Using eqs. (2.10) , (3.14) , (2.12) , (3.17) , we find: 
18 aeM li� dx o a x M 
9Q'I GM 
10 2 , lis, eM s 
The equation (3.8) provides: 
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(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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0 . (3.19) 
Substituting eqs. (3.7) , (3.12) , (3.15) , (3.18) and (3.19) into the variational 
equation (3.5) , we find 
{j_ (CM+£ • ) ( ()' - �  j_) C
2M [ ()' . ()m (Q( ) Q ) 2 T M aM m Sc'M s' + 2A.M T 2 m ss-ScM t s+ Is 
+2QIQ(t) ]}" +[ 1(cs E · ) e' 1 '()' ·] ,. 7c� us 10 -y+ s as m + 21A.s T Cs m qq uq 
= _ [ pl
()m+9EM a'M Q't +j_E • () ' +_ej_ (2 () + /) ·] s-T 10c� s' 2 s as m Am eM m p ss us. 
§ 4. Heat Balance Integral. 
7), 8) 
(3.20) 
We shall enlarge the heat balance integral introduced by Goodman. Refering to 
10) 
the energy equation: 
h; • • • • • ·heat flow for x direction, 
fl;/ · · · · ·numerical constant , 
e;j" ·····strain tensor, 
we define the enlarged heat balance integral 
J= f
s 
0 
(4.1) 
Differentiating on both sides of eq. ( 4.1) with respect to time provides: 
=f s _]__ (A aeM) dx+J s+q _]__ (A. aes) dx 0 ax M ax 8 ax s ax 
=A. (�) -A. (�) -A. (�) m ax x=
s 
m ax x=
s 
M ax x=O 
= Q( t) -pts, 
di ( ) . dt =Q t -pls . 
Substituting eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) into eq. (4.1) , we have 
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The equations (4.2) and (4.3) provide: 
Q( t ). 
lntegretion of eq. ( 4. 4) provides 
( 4.4) 
TEM a'M 1 t Q( t )  at . (4.5) eM o 
As m the previous paper: the initial condition of q( t) IS given by 
The equation (4.5) provides the relation of OS and oq ; 
oq= Bm (es +
3
TES a�)[ (eM+TEMa'M)Bm +pt] OS. 
Inserting eq. (4.7) into eq. (3.20), we find 
_ 3[ (eM+ TEM a'M) Bm +pl] Bm (e8 + TEs a's) 
§ 5. Series Solution. 
[ 1 (es E , ) ()' e's B' m ·] , 10 y-+ sas m +21i\.s T q q  s . 
We shall derive the series solution of s( t )  from eqs. (4.4 ) and (4.8) . 
We set the assumption: 
or g_ < 1 (near t =O). eM 
Then eq. (4.8) becomes 
� (�+EMa�) B� +2�
':T[2B'm s s-:e:(Q(t ) s+Q1s)+
2Q ;e�
(t )  J 
+ (plBm +l_E a' fJ ) +_p_j_ (2eM Bm+pl)s s T 2 s S m i\.m 
* Y. Furuya: communication. 
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3[ (cM+TEM a'M )Bm +pl] [ 1 (c, E ' ) e' + c's B'm Bm (c,+TE,a',) 10 T+ ,a, m 21J..,T 
We rewright eq. (4.4); 
Q( t). 
From eq. (4.6) we have seen 
Inserting t=O into eq. (5.3) and (5.2) , we have: 
q (o)= ( 
3
TE ' ) · B m e, + , a, 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5 . 4) 
(5.5) 
(-� A .  ( ) +26· Qo ) + (plBm +j_E ' e'm ) ScM Ll 8 0 7c'M T 2 s as 
3[ (cM +TEM a'M)Bm +pl] [ _!-_ (�+E ' )' e' +c', B' m q(o) q (o)] . (5.6) Bm (c, + TE, a',) 10 T 'a, "' 21J.., T 
The equation (5.6) and (5.5) provide 
s (o)= {C,\t Bm 6 - 3c' [ (cM +TEM a'u)Bm :pl]' }-l 10J..M T 7A,T (c,+TE,a,) 
X { 1 ( c M + E ' ) B 6. Q 0 7 lB + 1 E" ' B' 5 T M aM Ill + 7AM T + 10 p m 2 s a, m 
+ 3c'.,. EM a' M 7A s eM 
[(cM +TEM a'M)Bm +pl] 
(c,+ TE, a',)' Qo q( o) } . 
Differentiating eq. ( 5. 3) with respect to time and setting t=O, we have 
.. ) 3 q( o =-B ( , ) m c,+TE,a , 
Also, differentiating eq. (5. 3) with respect to time and setting t =O, we have 
+ :{ (2cM em +pl)s(o)' m 
c', B m [ ( C11 + TEM a'M ) B m + pl] 
7A, T (cs +TE,a',) 
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CM Bm Qo " ( ) 1 SA T s o +7A T M M 
c's Bm [(cM+ TEMa'M)Bm +pl] 
7A5 T( c 5 + TE5 a'5) q ( 0 ) '  
[(eM+ TEMa'M )Bm +pl] 
( c5 + T£5 a'5 )' 
Continuing the same procrdure, we may reach the series solution: 
s(t)=s(o)t+2� s(o)t'+ 
q ( t) = q ( 0 ) + q ( 0 ) t + 2
ll q( 0 ) t' ......... . 
§ 6. Discussion and Conclusion. 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
1. The quadratic formula of themal field is found; the temperature of the solid state 
1s obtained by of the definition of thermal layer: [eqs. (2.10) and (2.12)]. 
2. The variational invariants are introduced: [eq. (3.1) and (3,2)]; the variational 
equation is formulated: [eq. (3.5)]. 
3. The enlarged heat balance integral is defined: [eq. ( 4.1) ]. And differentiation of 
it with respect to time provides the equality: [ eq. (4.2)]. 
4. The quadratic formula of temperature, variational equation and enlarged heat 
balance integral provide the system of differential equations of the position of mel­
ting line s(t) and thickness of thermal layer q(t): [eq. ( 4.4) and ( 4.8 )]. 
5. We· have made the assumption 
(6.1) 
near t=O. (6.2) 
i) If the inequality ( 6.1) IS given, we find an m equality 
The left hand side shows the thermal energy expended in the virtual displacement of 
the melting line. The right hand side shows the elastic energy expended in that virtual 
displacement. 
ii ) By the definition of Q1, we find: 
as t ---> 0. 
Therefore, eq. ( 6. 2) is reduced to 
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This shows material which has great heat capacity. 
6. The system of equations (4.4) and (4.8), with the assumptipn (6.1) or (6.2) 
provide the series solution of s(t); [eq. (5.11)]. 
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